CHAPTER 7

From the Classrooms to the Roofs: The 2010
University Researchers’ Movement in Italy
Gianni Piazza

Introduction
During the economic and financial crisis following the 2008 credit
crunch, the higher education systems of many countries have been harshly
affected by governments’ policies, both conservative and progressive,
characterized by budget cuts, increases in tuition fees and neoliberal,
private-oriented reforms. In opposition to these policies, a global wave
of protests has arisen in several countries around the world, both in
advanced and developing economies (Brooks, 2016; Klemencic, 2014;
della Porta et al., 2020), defending the right to an education accessible to
everyone, and contrasting the corporatization, marketization, and privatization processes of universities (Cini, 2019; Piazza, 2018). In Italy too,
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these mobilizations involved not only the students, but also other actors
in higher education such as professors, precarious researchers and those
with tenure, hired with a permanent position (the latter from here on will
be simply termed “researchers”).1
During 2010, Italian researchers mobilized against the “reform”
proposed by the then Education Minister Gelmini, contesting the centerright Berlusconi Government policy’s programme of dismantling the
public higher education system. The researchers protested in defense of
public state universities and of the rights of students and other education workers, opposing the new recruitment system and proposing an
alternative university reform. The emergence of the researchers’ movement in the spring, to which was added the student mobilization in
the fall, undoubtedly represented a novelty for Italian academia, because
the students and precarious researchers alone had previously mobilized
(Caruso et al., 2010; Curcio, 2010). In fact, most researchers were not
unionized or accustomed to protest before this mobilization. Nevertheless, they were able to give rise to a movement, building coalitions with
students and other university categories, creating a networked organization and inventing new forms of protests. Although the researchers failed
to prevent the approval of the Gelmini Bill, they were nevertheless able
to attract media attention and influence the public and political agenda.
In this chapter, I focus on the 2010 researchers’ movement
and, in particularly, on its main organization, the Rete29Aprile-R29A
(April29Network), an informal networked organization which “had a
decisive role in the organization of the protest against the Gelmini Bill …
building projects and concrete actions with the students’ movement and
the galaxy of precarious researchers” (Maida, 2011b, xi). The study was
carried out applying the analytical toolkits of social movement studies,
because the R29A, in 2010, could not “be fully understood with the
category of advocacy groups: its kind of engagement, structure, functioning and resources are closer to those of social movements” (Selva,
2011, 155). I therefore focus mainly on the networked organizational
structure and the repertoires of action of the R29A, trying to answer
some of the questions posed in this book’s introduction, although these
refer to researchers and not to students. Considering the dilemma over
the tactical/strategic repertoire adopted in collective action, I ask whether
the Italian researchers used contentious or conventional forms of action.
Did they opt for disruptive and/or more conventional forms of action?
Considering strategic dilemmas concerning organizational forms, were
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they more inclined to adopt a formalized or informal organizational
model? Also, what were the researchers’ reasons for their choice? In a
nutshell, how did they do politics? Did they prefer conventional union
politics based on representative democracy or unconventional movement
politics inspired by participatory democracy (della Porta, 2009), and why?
In what follows, I will first discuss theories, concepts, and frameworks
from social movement literature to be applied to the empirical case. Then,
after a short methodological section, I will trace the chronology of the
researchers’ mobilization during 2010. Subsequently, I will present and
discuss the findings on the organizational patterns and repertoires of
action used by the researchers. In this section, some controversial issues
that later arose within the R29A will also be illustrated and discussed.
In the concluding remarks, some considerations will be made on the
researchers’ ways of doing university politics.

Theories, Frameworks, and Previous Researches
Until the 2010 mobilization, there were no studies on permanent
researchers in Italy, because most of them had not been able to collectively
organize themselves to improve their condition and/or the university
system. According to Cini (2019), one of the main reasons was the
personal relation of dependency of researchers on their supervisors,
defined as “barons” (Palermo, 2011), the full professors who exerted
discretionary power over their career and academic life, due to the “chairbased system” (Cini, 2019, 69). To a degree, this “baronial relation”
changed since the early 2000s, due to structural factors that made the
full professors’ support useless for the career promotion of researchers,
thus making them more independent in academic matters (ibidem, 87–
88). However, the following years showed that this type of relation has
not entirely disappeared. The new situation is not in itself sufficient to
explain the rise of the researchers’ movement, because resources must be
mobilized to transform a condition of discontent into one of collective
action. According to the resource mobilization approach, a social group
needs “protest entrepreneurs,” individuals and organizations mobilizing
resources from the surrounding environment to give rise to a social movement (McCarthy & Zald, 1987, 19). Usually imagined as “bookworms”
or else confined to their laboratories, the researchers seemed lacking in
resources: they had no money, nor academic power, nor influence within
political institutions, nor access to public decision-making. Nevertheless,
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they were rich in other important resources, such as human and political capital. If researchers had many abilities and cognitive capacities, as
scientists, scholars, and experts in different fields (human capital), some of
them also had “political capital,” that is “resources in terms of know-how,
of the ability to connect individual and collective actors [which] depend
on past experiences in parties, trade unions, and social movement organizations” (Piazza et al., 2005, 102). As we will see later, the researchers
with political capital (Piazza, 2004) were “protest entrepreneurs,” crucial
in giving birth to the movement, in making alliances with other university
groups (precarious researchers and students), in proposing the tactics and
strategies to adopt, and in creating a new organization, the R29A, which
emerged during the anti-Gelmini mobilization.
Therefore, the first theoretical focus concerns the organizational model
chosen by the mobilizing researchers and the reasons why they adopted
it. According to literature, if some activists praise well-structured organizations with relevant resources (McCarthy & Zald, 1987), others
distrust them, seeing the process of bureaucratization as limiting the
disruptive capacities of protest by co-opting many of its actors (Piven
& Cloward, 1977). More recently, della Porta and Diani have introduced the concept of “organizational mode of coordination,” referring
to “the ways in which multiple actors connect to each other in complex
network patterns” (2020, 159), identifying two basic models: “the professional social movement organization and the participatory movement
organization” (ibidem). Since the former are formal, well-structured,
legal organizations, with small membership and a professional leadership
“speaking for a constituency” (ibidem, 139; McCarthy & Zald,1987,
375), research prior to 2010 in Italy had shown that similar actors—
the precarious researchers—preferred this organizational model. In, fact,
“in order to succeed as a political organization inside the university, the
precarious researchers had to choose a more structured organizing model:
(legally) recognized association in Rome, adhesion to a union in Naples”
(Curcio, 2010, 134). Nevertheless, there is also another model through
which we could explain how permanent researchers organized themselves
in 2010: the participatory movement organization model, which has two
versions. The first is that of Mass Protest Organization, which “combines
attention to participatory democracy with certain levels of formalization
of the organizational structure” (della Porta & Diani, 2020, 142); the
practices of direct democracy and consensual decision-making are counterbalanced, and sometimes limited, by some degree of formalization and
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centralization, especially when organization members enter representative
institutions. The second is the Grassroots Organization that “combines
strong participatory orientations with low levels of formal structuration”
(ibidem, 143). Depending on the members’ willingness to participate
in its activities, such a model is often related to locality, as in the case
of environmental groups and citizens’ committees (ibidem; della Porta
& Piazza, 2008). The capacity to act with continuity is limited, but
sometimes grassroots organizations can be “intermittent structures …
that surface each time their issues of concern become salient political
topics again” (della Porta & Diani, 2020, 144), or they run the risk of
internal conflicts, employing ideological and symbolic incentives (ibidem;
McCarthy & Zald, 1987).
The findings described and analyzed in the next section will therefore
serve to identify which model the researchers chose, or which inspired
them, what reasons led them to that organizational model, whether this
was due to the contingent phase of mobilization or a lasting choice
and, finally, whether these choices were consensual or triggered internal
tensions and conflicts.
The second theoretical focus concerns the action tactics used by
the researchers and the motivations determining their choice, which
are strongly associated with the organizational forms, above all the
social movement organizations, viewed not only as means for mobilization, but also as spaces of deliberation, value construction, and
arenas for experimentation (della Porta & Piazza, 2008, 33). Researchers
could have acted, like the students along a continuum between institutional/conventional and disruptive/unconventional forms of collective
action (della Porta & Diani, 2020).
It is known that students predominantly adopt conventional tactics in
normal times, while they use unconventional forms of participation in
times of mass mobilization, such as informal assemblies, occupations, and
other direct actions (Caruso et al., 2010), and this is not done only to
achieve their ostensible goals. In fact, protests should also be viewed in
its expressive dimension, because in social movements the means used are
closely tied to the desired ends (Jasper, 1997). Protests trigger a sense of
collective identity, which is a condition for collective action (Pizzorno,
1993) but also an outcome, as is the case for students’ occupations
from the 1960s onward (Ortoleva, 1988), in which a sense of community is generally formed (Fantasia, 1988). This did not seem suitable for
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the researchers, who we can imagine as more inclined to employ institutional means, such as participation in internal elections and lobbying
academic authorities, rather than disruptive tactics, given their average
age, career position in university, and lack of tradition of activism and
protest. Analyzing the events of the mobilization, we identified what types
of tactics they used, if these were only conventional, unconventional, or a
mixture of the two, and what logic of action they were generally inspired
by: the logic of damage, the logic of numbers, or the logic of bearing
witness (della Porta & Diani, 2006, 170–178).
Therefore, in trying to answer the questions posed above, I have
adapted and modified the theoretical framework outlined in the introduction of this volume by the editors for students to the case of researchers,
given the lack of previous studies on the latter. In fact, if we consider
that the organizational forms and tactics of action are strictly correlated
to each other, we have a continuum between two poles representing two
ideal types of ways of doing politics or political activism. On the one hand,
we have a pole of “conventional union politics,” in which researchers
prefer to act within university institutions by adopting a formal and hierarchical organizational structure—like a union—and conventional forms
of action, such as lobbying academic leadership, based on representative
democracy. On the other hand, we have a pole of “unconventional movement politics,” in which the preference for an informal and participatory
organizational model is linked to unconventional and disruptive tactics,
also directed outside the academy, based on direct and participatory
democracy as in social movements.
The empirical case studied can therefore be placed nearer or farther
from one of the two poles. After the analysis and discussion of the
research findings, I will identify which model of university politics or
political activism the researchers were inspired by, and what reasons led
them to adopt it, assuming a link with the political culture of the protest
entrepreneurs. In fact, if the promoters and organizers of the researchers’
mobilization came from a unionist or party-political culture more oriented
to representative democracy, they were more likely to choose the former,
while the latter inspired them if they came from a culture of movement
activism oriented to participatory democracy.
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Methods and Sources
The reconstruction and the analysis of the researchers’ movement are
based on qualitative methodology and on different sources, as well as
on previous research (Cini, 2017a, 2019; Selva, 2011; Piazza, 2014;
2018), and records already published by the R29A researchers (Drago,
2012; Maida, 2011a).2 Firstly, I carried out direct participant observation for nearly the whole period of the mobilization, favored by my
position within the movement that gave me easy access to information
and to internal relational dynamics, taking notes and recording observations and data. I joined the movement in the spring of 2010, first as a
participant, and in July I was elected as R29A delegate for Catania University,3 and member of the National Coordination. Between November and
December, I participated in “climbing on the roofs” at the Faculty of
Architecture in Rome, and in May 2011, I was elected as one of the
R29A national spokespersons.4 I then examined the daily press, which
chronicled the events of the mobilization and the public discourse of
key actors. I selected nine national newspapers of all political orientations (see appendix); the time frame of the data collection was the
whole of 2010. Thirdly, I integrated the analysis in the daily press (which
was often limited and distorted) with a systematic reading of materials
produced by protest actors (documents, press releases, resolutions, flyers,
etc.) obtained directly from activists and from their websites (https://
www.rete29aprile.net).

The Chronology of the Mobilization:
“riding the Dream”
What one activist defined “riding the dream,”5 is the story of a mobilization that grew from a first invisible exchange of emails among a
few researchers to the spotlight of national mass media on the roofs of
universities.
Before 2010, only a few permanent researchers had protested alongside the precarious ones, both against Education Minister Moratti’s Bill
in 2004–05 (Piazza, 2014), and against the financial cuts on education
in 2008, with the students of the Onda Anomala (Anomalous Wave)
movement (Caruso et al., 2010; Piazza, 2018; Piazza & Genovese, 2010),
where they indeed played a marginal role (Mula, 2011).6
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Nevertheless, the researchers who had previously mobilized were the
backbone of the rising movement when, in the Senate on 28/10/2009,
the Education Minister M.S. Gelmini presented a Bill (DdL 1905/09)
aimed at the reorganization of the public university. The Minister
presented it as an “epoch-making reform” aimed at introducing “meritocracy” and evaluation for professors, at cutting waste of resources,
at contrasting the hiring of relatives, and at favoring young researchers
and deserving students (S, 28/10/09). The Bill was inserted in a
governmental measure based on drastic financial cuts to universities, and
provided for: (a) the entry of private stakeholders in the Management
Board, endowed with more powers than the Academic Senate (the representative body); (b) the increased powers of rectors and full professors; (c)
the introduction of honor loans for low-income students; (d) a “tenure
track” recruitment system with no guarantee of funds; (e) the extinction
of the permanent researchers’ role (senior) and the introduction of the
new fixed-term researchers (junior).7 This last point was the crucial issue
on which senior researchers started mobilizing, as they foresaw that the
juniors would be favored in career advancement. In fact, the latter at the
end of their contract would enter into competition with the former to
become associates and, most likely, would be favored because, if they lost,
they would have to leave the university. The researchers framed this issue
as a conflict between two equally disadvantaged groups (guerra tra poveri
in Italian), juniors vs. seniors, and reacted.
On 3/12/2009, the pre-existent researchers’ association CNRU
(National Coordination of University Researchers) made a proposal
demanding that all researchers should become associate professors, while
maintaining the same salary (DCNRU-1). The Gelmini Bill and the
CNRU proposal immediately raised a debate among the researchers. If
almost all opposed the Minister’s reform, many researchers disagreed with
the CNRU proposal because they considered it unfair that they would
occupy the same position with a lower salary than those who were already
associates (Mula, 2011, 132). Between December 2009 and February
2010, some researchers started to exchange emails in order to discuss the
reform Bill, but not only the specific problems of their category. One8
created a website where he published information about the Bill (Selva,
2011, 156) and the documents produced by the university assemblies and
academic institutions opposing the reform (Mula, 2011, 134).
In that period, mobilization against the Bill was growing in several
universities, and many researchers declared themselves “unavailable,” as
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a sign of protest. They refused to take on teaching assignments they
had always accepted voluntarily and freely, leaving many courses without
teachers (Drago, 2012). From the beginning of 2010, “unavailability
for teaching,” spread throughout the country from the Universities of
Turin, Cagliari, and Naples, with more than 70% adhesion by researchers
(Mula, 2011, 133). In those months, the “unavailable” researchers set
up informal organizations (coordination) in each university, in order
to exchange information and to coordinate their actions. In March
2010, a new national mailing list was created (ricercatori@domeus.it).
As one activist remembers, it “institutionalized the locus for dialogue
between Italian researchers … This scheme allowed everyone to not feel
alone anymore, but instead part of something new, a broad movement
where they could find their own ideas and communicate with others,
contributing to the construction of a new project for the university”
(ibidem, 134).
On 29 April, hundreds of researchers from more than 30 universities met in a national assembly in Milan, which was transmitted by
streaming and included participation by students, precarious researchers
and professors, and covered by the national media (R, Man, 30/4/10).
The resolution approved recognized the necessity for a radical change
in the university system, opposed the contested Bill, and the researchers
announced the continuation of the “unavailability for teaching” measures,
until their requests were accepted (DR29A-1). In the following weeks,
the “April29Network for an Open, Free, Public University” (R29A)9
was created, as an informal national network of about 10,000 “unavailable” researchers from more than 40 universities, with a logo and a
website (www.rete29aprile.it). A National Coordination group and a
Board (Giunta) were elected from the grassroots (Mula, 2011, 136).
The R29A also manifested its proactive profile and willingness to
communicate with the government, political parties, and academic institutions. In May, the R29A published its demands to be addressed to
the government online: maintenance of autonomy and the public dimension of the state university; abolition of financial cuts to research; the
reorganization of staff in a single role of professorship, with different
salary levels based on merit; separation between recruitment and career
progression; an extraordinary recruitment plan; the introduction of a
single pre-role position for young researchers with allocation of funds for
recruitment; a democratic government of the university, elected by all
members of the academic community; guarantee of the right to study by
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the state (DR29A-2). In July, these “qualifying points” were elaborated
in a document, “An idea of the University,” in which R29A proposed an
alternative reform, “aimed at opening an operational dialogue with politicians” (DR29A-3). In particular, the single role that would have erased
the differences between professors and researchers was, and will be in the
years to come, the main claim characterizing the R29A, as it was aimed
at unhinging the hierarchical power relations within the university.
In the meanwhile, the diffusion of the “unavailability for teaching”
tactic of the researchers started to be reported by national newspapers, that warned about the risks of a block of the next academic year
(“Blocked universities in autumn: the final challenge of the researchers,”
R, 20/6/10), but had little effect on the political parties. After rejection
of the amendments proposed by the R29A via some opposition parliamentarians, the Bill was approved by the Senate on 29 July (R, Man,
30/7/10).10
The following months were the “peak” of the mobilization, characterized by a seesaw of hopes to stop the Gelmini Bill and disappointment
over failed targets, due to the continuous stop and go of the policymaking process. It was caused by both the increasing mobilization and
the instability of the government majority, because of the internal conflict
between the Premier Berlusconi and the Speaker of the Chamber of
Deputies Fini, who formed his new parliamentary group, FLI (Future
and Liberty for Italy).
In September, the R29A organized the National Coordination meeting
in Rome on the 10th September (DR29A-4) and an open national
assembly on the 17th, attended by students, precarious researchers and
professors. They condemned the refusal of the Government to entertain
dialogue, announced that they would maintain their “unavailability for
teaching,” and seek alliances with the students and other higher education actors. In addition, they called for a picket in front of Parliament,
and asked for the postponement of the academic year (DR29A-5). Consequently, many university leaders decided to postpone the start of classes:
“Researchers, protest spreads: universities forced to postpone courses ” (Me,
18/9/10). Therefore, in October, the postponement of discussion of the
Bill at the Chamber of Deputies after the Budget session was hailed as a
partial victory by researchers (DR29A-6).
In addition, the mobilization took to the streets on 14 October, when
thousands of students and researchers demonstrated in front of Parliament
and all over Italy: “Fires and slogans: students and researchers in the streets ”
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(CdS, 15/10/10). Despite protests, strikes, and requests to modify the
Bill (DR29A-7), the majority tabled the debate at the Chamber before
the approval of the financial bill in the Senate. Even the FLI deputies
voted with the majority, and were thus associated with the “traitors” of
the university by R29A (DR29A-8).
The restarting of the legislative process, the academic year postponed
but not blocked, and the lack of a student mass mobilization prompted
R29A to change its strategy of action. Inspired by the new tactics of
workers and migrants, small groups of researchers, together with some
precarious researchers and students, “climbed” onto the roofs of the
Faculty of Architecture in Rome, of the state universities in Turin and
Salerno on 23 November, and then of many other universities, giving
more visibility to their protest. They announced that they would remain
there until the Bill had been withdrawn or, if approved, they would
continue to fight in the universities. In the following days, the roof
of the Faculty of Architecture in Rome, near the Parliament building,
became the national core of the protest, attracting citizens, journalists,
culture workers, and the center-left political leaders. Even some rightwing FLI deputies climbed onto the roof, but they did not change their
pro-reform position, despite the pressure of protesters (R, Man, 24–
25/11/10; SdI, 26/11/10). In the same days, thousands of students
occupied the faculties, blockaded the streets, and climbed on the most
famous Italian monuments (the Leaning Tower in Pisa, the Coliseum in
Rome, Brunelleschi’s Dome in Florence, the S. Marco Basilica in Venice,
the Mole Antonelliana in Turin, etc.), with the slogan “let’s re-appropriate
our culture.” They achieved enormous national and international visibility: “Protest climbs on monuments ” (www.repubblica.it, 25/11/10);
“Italian students blockade Coliseum and Leaning Tower of Pisa” (www.
telegraph.co.uk, 25/11/10).
Despite the spread of the protest and sizable confrontational demonstrations in Rome and other cities, the modified version of the Gelmini
Bill was approved by the Chamber of Deputies on 30 November: “Yes
to the reform, university in revolt ” (R, 1/12/10); “Yes to the reform,
among protests and clashes ” (CdS, 1/12/10). The modifications, even
those introduced to try to quell the protest,11 made another approval by
the Senate necessary. Therefore, the news that the debate in the Upper
Chamber was postponed until after the confidence vote, scheduled for
14 December, (“Gelmini reform: the vote in the Senate only after the
confidence,” S24O, 3/12/10) was greeted with satisfaction by researchers
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and students (DR29A-9). In fact, protesters hoped that the government
would have been forced to resign after a negative confidence vote, caused
by the passage to the opposition of the FLI group, and the Bill would be
definitively blocked.
On 14 December, a huge demonstration of 100,000 participants
including the researchers (DR29A-10) surrounded the Parliament. After
the unexpected positive confidence vote, (three former opposition
members voted in favor of the Government thus ensuring its standing
in office), clashes with police broke out in the historical center, a youth
riot against government: “Rome in flames, over 90 injured. The protest
ends in guerrilla warfare” (www.repubblica.it, 14/12/10). When some
newspapers accused R29A of being the covert director of the clashes,
behind the “Pact of violence between students, radicals and no global”
(Mat, Me, 16/12/10), it replicated harshly to the accusations, reiterating its peaceful nature. On 22 December, 20,000 students peacefully
demonstrated in the outskirts of Rome and, at the end of this event, a
delegation of students and one R29A researcher was received by President Napolitano: “Rome, encounter students-Quirinale: finally, heard by
the institutions ” (www.ilfattoquotidiano.it, 22/12/10). The following
day, the Senate definitively approved the Gelmini Bill with the vote of
the majority and of FLI, although the latter were by now in the opposition (Third Pole): “Green light to the reform. The third Pole vote divided”
(www.repubblica.it, 23/12/10). Some days later, the researchers came
down from the roof of the Faculty of Architecture in Rome, repeating
their “unavailability for teaching” mantra, notwithstanding the approval
of the reform: “Down from the roof, but stop teaching ” (R, 29/12/10).
On 30 December, Law n. 240/10 was promulgated by President Napolitano, although he found “critical errors in the text” (www.repubblica.it,
30/12/10). Therefore, “riding the dream” ended with a defeat, and the
implementation stage of the reform started.
Recent studies have argued that this mobilization was unsuccessful not
only because of the fragmentation of student organizations and the low
salience of higher education in Italian public opinion (Cini, 2017a), but
above all because protesters were not supported by most university staff
and were instead hindered by academic authorities such as deans and
rectors—CRUI (Piazza, 2018).
In the aftermath of the Gelmini Law’s approval, the researchers’
movement did not disappear but most “unavailable” researchers demobilized, returning to teach. Nevertheless, most R29A activists continued
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to oppose the implementation of the reform at national and local level.
Therefore, in 2011, after having elected many researchers to the CUNNational University Council (Mula, 2011, 137), they tried to affect the
re-elaboration and approval of the university statutes, only in some cases
successfully, when they were able to act in coalition with students (Cini,
2017b). Between 2011 and 2012, however, some internal contrasts arose,
as often occurs in the demobilization stage after a defeat, and some radical
activists exited from the R29A.

The Organizational Form and the Action Repertoire
In the aftermath, the organizational patterns and the strategy of action of
the researchers were the main disputed issues within the R29A, which I
will here describe and analyze, answering the research questions posed in
the introduction and discussing the issues highlighted in the theoretical
section.
An (Inter)networked Participatory Organization
In 2010, most protesting Italian researchers preferred to create a new
participatory and informal networked organization rather than join the
traditional unions or the existent formal association (CNRU), not only
because they were pursuing different aims (general and not sectorial), but
also to have the opportunity of participating directly in the mobilization.
In fact, as one activist remarked, “the CNRU …appeared more open to
finding channels of mediation with the government and to immediately
applicable solutions, rather than tackle the complexity and plurality of
the positions of the researchers” (Ferretti, 2011, 210).12 That choice was
indeed consistent with their political culture, identity and claims for a
more democratic university, and thus created “a stable network, based
on common principles and strongly rooted in several universities, a real
and permanent space of discussion and deliberation, a free circulation of
ideas,” as another activist reported (Tabusi 2011a, 11).13
This participatory-networked organizational choice was fostered by the
environment in which it originated—the Internet, through the diffusion
of mailing lists, which allowed for the free flow and exchange of information and proposals. As previously reported, “the Internet provides
researchers instruments to serve several functions: through different online platforms they can subscribe and communicate with each other,
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sharing news; they can discuss and define the strategy to follow; coordinate protest actions and demonstrations, and be known by the general
audience” (Selva, 2011, 160). Nevertheless, the Internet was not the
exclusive environment for the researchers, because also “offline” and
face-to-face participation—meetings, assemblies, and street demonstrations—was relevant. Another researcher-activist, indeed, stated: “the
mailing list has proven suitable to setting out topics for discussion and
exposing different points of view, but for synthesizing and making important decisions about controversial issues, the assembly form, as the facts
demonstrated, was irreplaceable” (Ferretti, 2011, 210).
Therefore, R29A can be defined as a “participatory movement organization” (della Porta & Diani, 2020, 142) constituted by an informal
national network of relations among researchers (individuals and groups),
which linked several universities. It had a multiheaded, networked,
and participatory organization, articulated in three levels: the “grassroots,” the National Coordination, the Board. The links and relationships
among researchers were maintained mainly online—through mailing lists,
forums, and the website—but also offline by means of meetings and
assemblies. The decision-making processes were based mainly (but not
exclusively) on direct, deliberative, and participatory democracy. The
organization and the interactions among the adherents14 were informal,
because there was no formal statute, nor formal boundaries between
inside and outside, nor card or registration fees. Every researcher (but
also other university categories) who shared the collective identity (goals,
values, principles, beliefs) of the R29A, could belong to it. The researchers
of the R29A claimed their autonomy from parties and unions, and had
no a priori political alignment (Tabusi 2011a, 11), but most activists were
progressives or radical left. The R29A was a national network because it
linked researchers working in most public universities (from 35 to 40 out
of 61) and was structured on the three levels above-mentioned.
1. The “grassroots” consisted of all adherents to the R29A, registered
on the website or in the “wide” ricercatori-domeus mailing list,
allowing them to receive information, participate in discussions and
make proposals. Each group of researchers who joined R29A formed
a local coordination for each university, and elected two local coordinators or university delegates (“referents of the Athenaeum”) in
assembly or via emails. The total number of R29A adherents varied
widely from the beginning, but they numbered several thousand.
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2. The National Coordination was set up by the university delegates
(from 70 to 80 for 35–40 universities),15 who were elected at the
same time local coordinators for their university. It was identified as
the decisional center, the “driving force” of R29A, both because
its members acted as links between the two organizational levels
(National Coordination and the grassroots of their universities), and
because they participated directly in the debate, made proposals and
took decisions about the organization, through the “coordination”
mailing list or in national meetings.
3. The national coordinators, in turn, elected eight members for the
Board (first known as the “Giunta,” then “group of spokespersons”), with the exclusive tasks of coordinating the debate, writing
urgent press releases, and maintaining external relationships (with
journalists, politicians, academic institutions, other national groups
and organizations, etc.). They were not traditional leaders, because
they did not exclusively take decisions for R29A, except for the
specific abovementioned tasks, but acted as spokespersons of the
National Coordination, which remained the main decisional arena.
Having eight Board members, which characterized R29A as a
polycephalous (multi-headed) organization (Gerlach, 1971), was a
precise choice made in order to guarantee internal heterogeneity and
the willingness to maintain the horizontal nature of the participatory process. One of the spokespersons stressed that, “the desire to
protect and to enhance different points of view as much as possible,
and the horizontal nature of internal debate in the network, is
witnessed by the choice not to adopt a single national coordinator,
instead relying on the functions of representation in a collective
body of eight persons elected by local delegates” (Ferretti, 2011,
210).
This multilevel participatory-networked organization, therefore, was
the solution adopted by the researchers to try to guarantee horizontal
processes of participation for the hundreds of activists and thousands of
adherents/sympathizers. If a researcher proudly affirmed that “everyone
is in contact with everybody: everyone can persuade others of their ideas
and proposals, which become those of the network” (Tabusi, 2011a,
11), this was an appropriate reference to the horizontality of debate and
decision-making within each level. In point of fact, the flows of information, discussions, and proposals were both horizontal, inside each of
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three levels, and vertical among the different levels, even if this was in a
bidirectional sense. They could come from “below” (the grassroots—individuals or local coordinations) to the National Coordination and to the
Board directly, because the members of the Board and National Coordination were also in contact with the other researchers, through the
domeus “wide” mailing list, or indirectly through the local delegates. In
addition, the same flows of information and proposals could obviously
come from “above”—the Board or the National Coordination – to the
grassroots. Nevertheless, only the two “upper” organizational levels could
take decisions valid for the whole movement organization (local coordination, in any case, could take specific decisions regarding their universities
autonomously).
According to the principles of direct democracy, the Board and
National Coordination members were elected with a binding mandate.
Indeed, they always had to account for their actions, and could be
revoked at any time by their constituencies: the coordinators/delegates
by the researchers of their university, the Board members by the National
Coordination (at least, by a majority). The R29A activists, however,
in some cases did not refuse to take part in institutional processes of
representation, according to the representative democracy model (some
R29A researchers were “academic senators” or representatives of other
institutional bodies). In fact, the two models of democracy are not
always mutually exclusive, but can be complementary, as in the case of
R29A, where, as we have seen, the direct/participatory democracy model
prevailed.
Moreover, the decision-making method adopted by both the National
Coordination and by the Board was mainly, but not exclusively, the
consensual one, according to the deliberative democracy model (della
Porta, 2009). In fact, when activists had to decide, they sought the
most widely shared solutions, through rational argumentation and free
discussions among all participants. Nevertheless, when internal controversies arose and a shared solution could not be found, the decisions
were taken by majority vote, in order to avoid decisional stalemate, as
noticed in research on other movement groups (Piazza, 2013). Furthermore, if everyone involved in the process had equal opportunity to
make proposals, not everyone had the same ability to influence decisionmaking. In fact, those who were more committed and had more cognitive, argumentative, and relational resources, had more chances to affect
decision-making. As we have seen, the processes were based on mutual
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trust, cooperative relations, and mutual recognition among the participants, which often helped to overcome internal controversies when they
arose.
If it is clear that the researchers decided to adopt a participatory
movement organizational model, it is harder to identify which version
they chose. At the beginning of the campaign, the movement was based
on local coordination for each university involved, as in the Grassroots
Organization model, combining participatory democracy with low levels
of formalization, related to locality (della Porta & Diani, 2020, 143).
However, with the formation of the R29A, the organizational model
was closer to that of Mass Protest , because a certain level of centralization and structuration—the multilevel organization with the grassroots at
local level and the National Coordination/Board at the central level—
was introduced, while always relying on participatory democracy (ibidem,
142). Moreover, the researchers chose this participatory model not only
because it was considered suitable for the protest campaign, and it allowed
for the broad direct involvement of those who wanted it. They made this
choice also because it was consistent with the political culture and identity of some of the most committed activists, who had a leftist orientation
toward participatory democracy, and came from social movements.
However, other activist researchers who came from party and union
experiences, more oriented toward representative democracy, questioned
the participatory organizational model in the demobilization phase
between 2011 and 2012. Indeed, they argued that a well-structured
and legally recognized association, with formal rules and representatives, would have been more effective in pursuing its goals in “normal
times.” By contrast, the other researcher-activists wanted to maintain
the participatory organizational pattern, fearing the risks associated with
bureaucratization and transformation into a “little union,” which would
be unable to involve large sectors of academics. The distinction was due
to divergences of political culture and conceptions of politics, based on
representative democracy on the one side, on direct and participatory
democracy on the other. Although the supporters of the formal pattern
prevailed, no operational decision was made and the national network
became frayed over the following years. Very recently, however, on the
occasion of R29A’s tenth anniversary, the remaining activists once more
launched the proposal to set up a formal association (https://www.rete29
aprile.net, 29/4/2020). Therefore, on the one hand, most researchers
preferred to adopt an informal participatory organizational model until
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the peak of mobilization. On the other, there was more inclination for
a formal/professional model in the declining and latent phases, even if
this was not implemented later, which triggered internal tensions on the
organizational issue.
Repertoires and Logics of Action: From the “Unavailability
for Teaching” to the “Climbing on Roofs”
During the 2010 mobilization, the researchers’ movement—and R29A—
used a variety of strategies and forms of action, always nonviolent, in
seeking to influence public opinion and decision-makers. Certainly, the
activists also used conventional tactics: sometimes acting as an interest
group, they sought to put pressure on parliamentarians, presenting
amendments to the Bill (DR29A-7). Nevertheless, protest was the main
strategy chosen by the researchers, a useful resource for a “powerless
group” trying to attract the attention of public opinion and to build
alliances with more influential actors, indirectly through the mass media
(Lipsky, 1965). They preferred unconventional and sometime disruptive tactics to achieve their goals and express their collective identity.
Furthermore, the repertories of protest have a path-dependent evolution, because activists are inspired by past struggles, they invent new
tactics or use similar forms with different meanings (della Porta & Piazza,
2008, 80; Tilly, 1986). During the protest campaign, the researchers
adopted different tactics and strategies of action that could be distinguished according to the “logic,” or modus operandi, which the activists
assigned them: the logic of damage, the logic of numbers, the logic of
bearing witness (della Porta & Diani, 2006, 170–178).
The Logic of Damage: The “Unavailability for Teaching”
The main strategy of action of the researchers’ movement was initially,
and until the autumn, the “unavailability for teaching”: they refused to
take on teaching assignments the researchers had always taken voluntarily
and freely, leaving many courses without teachers. In fact, they were not
formally on strike, because they were not legally obliged to teach, but
only to support professors, although this new tactic was based on the
same logic of damage. As workers on strike halt production, inflicting
damage on their employers in order to force them to reach agreement
with the workforce (ibidem, 175), the researchers’ strategy aimed to show
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they were indispensable for university teaching, because without them
the university would be blocked (researchers taught about 30% of all
university classes). In this way, they wanted to put direct pressure on the
Government, seeking to force it to modify or withdraw the Bill, and indirectly ask the academic authorities (which otherwise would have not been
able to manage the university system) to put pressure in their turn on the
public decision-makers.
In doing so, the researchers, who were at the bottom of the hierarchical pyramid of permanent staff, not only challenged the Government,
but also the academic elites (rectors, deans, full professors), questioning
the way they had governed the universities. This action tactic was also an
expression of the researchers’ will to change academia. In fact, for them,
this tactic, associated with the request for a single role of professorship,
also meant being “unavailable” to continue to be subjected to the internal
hierarchical “baronial” relations of academia. It was a conscious act of
disobedience, as one activist stated: “In relation to their own academia
– … strongly hierarchical in terms of power and careers—most Italian
researchers had to learn to disobey. They did so with an attitude that
in many cases has had a liberating character, first rejecting the quiet
and implicit blackmail of those professors whose power is linked to the
consensus and silent work of researchers” (Maida, 2011b, xii). Furthermore, researchers were no longer inclined to tolerate the falsehoods on
which the university system was based (“no substantial hierarchy,” or that
“the system can operate according to the existent rules”), and wanted to
unmask them.
The Logic of Numbers: Many But Not Enough
The strategy of “unavailability for teaching”, however, required a large
number of researchers to get involved and overcome their traditional
isolation, passivity, and cultural subordination, if it wanted to be effective, according to the logic of numbers. A few “unavailable” would not
have blocked the university courses. Moreover, in order to be effective,
the tactic needed to be extended to the other university categories, whose
solidarity was necessary. The professors and precarious teachers would be
required not to replace the “unavailable” researchers, taking on vacant
teachings (in fact, only a part of them did this); the students, the category most at risk of immediate damage, showed their solidarity because
the researchers explained the real targets of their protest to them. This
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strategy was initially successful, because it favored the mobilization of
researchers, defined their identity traits, and placed the higher education issue on the political and public agenda. The researchers were then
able to influence public decision-making, contributing greatly to the postponement of the bill’s approval, leading to considerable disruption of the
university teaching organization.
However, “unavailability for teaching” was not very effective because,
in early November, most degree courses, although postponed, started
anyway, and thus the blockage of the universities did not materialize.
That was mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, the response strategy of
most deans and rectors was to make the “unavailable” researchers “invisible,” replacing them with precarious and retired professors, or moving
the vacant teachings to the second cycle of lessons in the following Spring.
Secondly, the “unavailable” researchers were “only” 10 thousand out of
25 thousand, a great number given the pressures and blackmails of most
deans and rectors, but not sufficient to totally block university courses,
because the logic of damage needs to be combined with that of numbers
(De Nardo, 1985). In fact, the researchers who mobilized were many
but not enough; they were electorally irrelevant as a social group, and the
other faculty members did not massively support the mobilization. Therefore, the “unavailability for teaching” was a necessary condition for the
mobilization, but it was no longer sufficient.
The Logic of Bearing Witness: The “Climbing on University Roofs”
The other main form of action, which although it was radical was always
peaceful, that characterized the researchers’ movement was the “climbing
on roofs,” as the outcome of a collective intentional choice. In fact, the
R29A National Coordination decided on the change of strategy precisely
because of their awareness of the limitations of the tactics hitherto used.
The necessity of actions based on the logic of bearing witness (della Porta
& Diani, 2006, 176–178), which could attract the attention of mass
media and public opinion, showing the importance of the university issue,
emerges clearly in this email sent by an activist to the Coordination on 7
November:
“So far what is missing are actions based on the logic of bearing
witness, aimed at showing the opponent and public opinion, strong
ethical commitment and a dedication to a cause deemed vital for society,
with action possibly involving high personal costs and risks, even if these
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are conducted by few people. From a hunger strike to the tactics of civil
disobedience, from non-violent direct actions (road blockades in front
of military bases or landfills) to spectacular actions such as climbing on
roofs or on cranes (see the recent protest of workers and migrants). These
actions have the most symbolic impact on the media, and not only raise an
issue (media talk about it), but they also create a problem (the authorities
cannot ignore it and must try to solve it). These actions do not require
large numbers, but a very determined group of activists who demonstrate
commitment to the cause, and serve as an example for those who, while
sharing the goals, are unwilling to face the costs they entail” (partially
quoted in Tabusi, 2011b, 185–186).
This email shows how the resources of human and political capital of
some researcher-activists were crucial to plan and lead this strategy of
action. They “used what they have been studying during their university
career” (Selva, 2011, 161), making their expertise and cognitive resources
available to the movement. In fact, if a social movement scholar suggested
the change of strategy of action, a geographer using Google Earth chose
the roof of the Faculty of Architecture in Rome. The choice was based
on logistics: visibility from the outside, the possibility to stay there for
a period (a flat roof), the difficulties of access (against an easy immediate
forced eviction), and the proximity to institutional buildings (Parliament).
Inspired by the past protest actions of workers, migrants, and researchers
of public bodies, the “climbing on roofs” was, however, different in forms
and meanings, as a path-dependent evolution of the repertoires of protest
that can lead to innovation. Firstly, it was conceived of not as an “occupation” (in Rome the action was tolerated by the academic authorities)
but a presidio (rally) in defense of the public university. Secondly, the
researchers and students on the roofs were not only mobilizing for their
sectorial interests, by contrast with workers risking losing their jobs or
migrants claiming residence permits, but also for the defense of a public
university system, and for an alternative reform to that proposed by the
government. “Let’s raise up university again” was the slogan written on
the banner hanging from the roof of Architecture. Bearing witness by a
group of activists on a roof (there were 35 in Rome), for several days
under bad weather conditions in the fall (they encountered cold, wind,
rain, and on one occasion it snowed), meant to show that the university
was a community of people more important than the physical structures
where they work and study. As reported by one researcher, “being on the
roof of a university, with professors and students together, means to show
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concretely how the institution is not so much formed of four walls …
but, rather, is a community of brains, minds, people who are determined
to work together for the benefit of society as a whole” (Tabusi, 2011b,
188).
The roof of the Faculty of Architecture in Rome became a place not
only to stay (some tents and a gazebo were installed), but above all it
represented a space of meeting, debate, organization of initiatives. It was
a pole of attraction for researchers, professors, precarious staff, students,
artists, journalists, politicians, citizens, who named it the “Square of the
Open, Free, Public University” (ibidem, 190–191). During that month,
the activists on the roof felt at the center of the country, finally decisive in
really changing the university policy, because journalists and politicians—
who had so far ignored them—wanted to meet and to talk with them,
taking it in turns to climb the steep stairs to the roof. As in similar
situations (della Porta & Piazza, 2008), the protest created community, reinforced collective identity and the activists, coming from Rome
and Venice, Siena, Catania, Naples, etc., established strong relationships
among themselves that were destined to last (they coined a friendly
nickname for themselves “tettisti,” that is people living on roofs).
Nevertheless, if all national media mainstream finally covered their
protest and the university issue was put on the top of the public
and political agenda—also thanks to the student demonstrations—the
activists on roofs were dissatisfied with that media coverage. Indeed,
they noticed that their message arrived simplified, or distorted, to the
public, because of the strict rules imposed by media logic in timing
and presentation of arguments, and the lack of possibilities to debate
with their counterparts directly. In fact, “media tended to simplify the
conflict by depicting them as students or temporary workers because
this could have a higher dramatic potential, touching generational gaps
or sustainment issues” (Selva, 2011, 164). Also for this reason, the
R29A researchers self-produced some videos from the roof—transmitted
through the website and YouTube Channel—with the aim of explaining
the reform and unmasking the real meaning of the keywords of the
governmental media campaign, like “space for youth,” “merit,” fighting
“barons,” etc. (Tabusi, 2011b, 191).
In addition, the attempts of the protesters to be heard by the politicians and to influence the policy-making process had very little success.
On the one hand, they unexpectedly met all the center-left opposition
leaders on the roof, who heard their reasons and promised to replace the
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approved law with a new reform elaborated with the researchers, students,
and professors mobilized, when they came to power. However, this did
not happen in the following years; rather, the PD ministers implemented
the Bill. On the other hand, neither the government nor the majority
wanted to meet the protesters, and the latter were not able to persuade
the FLI deputies to vote against the reform, notwithstanding the fact that
they had just passed to the opposition. Because their vote was decisive, in
fact, the Bill was approved.
In answering the questions previously asked, we can place the tactics
chosen by researchers, along the continuum between unconventional and
institutional forms of collective action, as closer to the former pole than
the latter, but not exclusively. Indeed, the researchers’ movement and
R29A became recognized and well-known collective actors in academia,
public opinion, and the political system, by means of the “unavailability
for teaching” campaign and thanks to the “climbing on roofs.” While
not rejecting conventional forms of participation (like the pressure on
parliamentarians), the unconventional and disruptive forms of action
characterized the movement in 2010, when activists used these tactics
combining the three logics of action (damage, numbers and bearing
witness). Unconventional tactics were preferred not only because they
were considered effective, but also because they were able to create and
strengthen collective identity, consistent with the political culture of the
most radical activists in the movement.
Most researchers had agreed the tactics and logics of action employed,
however they later become the other main controversial issues after the
approval of the law. In fact, during the “reform’s” implementation phase,
the R29A researchers diverged about the strategies of action required to
pursue the new ends, namely “to limit the negative effects of that law,
building in the meanwhile a perspective for a different future” (Maida,
2011b, ix). Very schematically, some coordinators wanted to focus their
actions mainly on issues related to researchers and to the university, using
conventional tactics and their positions within academic institutions to
pursue sectorial targets. Other activists would have preferred to extend
the realm of action to other university categories (students, precarious
staff, and professors) and outside academia, cooperatively interacting with
other social movement organizations in defense of public and common
goods, stressing the importance of unconventional tactics. The two strategies entailed risks and strategic dilemmas (Jasper, 2006). If the “sectional
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(or corporatist)” strategy involved the risk of transforming the movement into a bureaucratic interest group, the more “general” one entailed
the risk of encouraging the exit from the movement of researchers
uninterested in non-academic issues. The first strategy prevailed, and
the researchers supporting the second exited from the R29A in 2012.
Therefore, after the approval of the L240/10, researchers opted for the
prevalence of conventional action within academic bodies, even if in some
subsequent campaigns they took up less conventional methods, such as
the boycott of the new university evaluation system (VQR).

Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, we can place the 2010 researchers’ mobilization on the
continuum closer to the pole of “unconventional movement politics” than
that of “conventional union politics.” In fact, most protesting researchers
opted for setting up an informal, networked participatory organization
based on direct and participatory democracy, the R29A, and chose
mainly unconventional tactics, which were sometime disruptive, like the
“unavailability for teaching” and “climbing on roofs.” The R29A was the
main collective actor representing most researchers at the national level,
targeting the national government and academic authorities. Moreover,
the researchers tried to connect with students, precarious staff, and other
movements, even though many of them did not have a strong tradition
and culture of political activism as a group. However, leading activists
with resources of “political capital,” coming from experiences in progressive social movements (student, social centers, LULUs, etc.) and in leftist
parties and unions, were “protest entrepreneurs” able to mobilize other
researchers. Being closer to the first pole does not mean, however, overlapping with it, because the mobilizing researchers did not neglect to
use conventional forms of action as well. This means that the culture of
movement activism prevailed in influencing the strategies of researchers
on party and trade union culture.
If the activists from the latter type of political culture also shared these
forms of “unconventional movement politics” to the point of mobilization, they questioned them within R29A in the next phase of demobilization. Indeed, those researchers supported a model of “conventional union
politics” within the academy, by means of formal organization and by
employing conventional forms of action, such as participation in internal
elections and pressure on academic authorities. Since this political model
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prevailed, regardless of its subsequent implementation, it can be argued
that if researchers chose “unconventional movement politics” in “extraordinary” times of mobilization, they instead opted for “conventional union
politics” in “normal” times. If in the first case the political culture of the
more radical activists based on participatory democracy had been more
influential, in the second, instead, that of the more moderate ones based
on representative democracy prevailed.
In recent years, researchers have no longer mobilized as a category,
also because their numbers have been more than halved since the implementation of the Gelmini reform, and their identity based on university
position consequently weakened. Notwithstanding this, R29A has occasionally been mobilized, such in the “StopVQR” boycott campaign in
2016, against wage discrimination and the national evaluation system,
which put all universities in competition for public funds (Piazza, 2018).
Considering the past ten years, it can be said that R29A has continued
to be one of the few critical voices in the Italian academy, acting more
as a pressure group than a movement organization. Its collective identity is based more on an alternative vison of the university (public, free
and open) than on academic positions. In fact, it is increasingly made up
mainly of both researchers and professors, without hierarchy and differences, thus prefiguring the single role of professorship that remains its
main claim and aim for changing university system.

Notes
1. The academic staff in Italy is structured as a hierarchical pyramid. At
the base, there are precarious researchers and teachers with short-term
contracts, estimated at about 60,000 (there are no official figures), who
number more than the permanent staff. The latter are articulated in three
levels. The first consists of permanent researchers (assistant professors)
with the tasks of doing research and supporting professors in teaching.
The position is obtained through success in an open competition, but after
the “Gelmini Reform” the role is close to being entirely run down, (they
numbered about 25,000, or 43% of the permanent staff, in 2010, but
by June 2020, they had become fewer than 10,000, reduced to 21.2%);
and are gradually being replaced by new fixed-term researchers with and
without tenure track (8,900 in 2020). At the second level are the associate professors, with tasks of doing research and teaching, about 17,000,
29% in 2010. They have become about 22,700 in 2020, increasing to
48.6%. At the top there are full professors among whom are selected the
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

leaders and managerial staff of the university, e.g., rectors, deans, department directors; from about 16,000, 28% in 2010 they have declined to
14,100 in 2020, 30.1% of the permanent staff (https://cercauniversita.
cineca.it; 30 June 2020).
Bruno Maida, historian, R29A University of Turin. Tiziana Drago,
Hellenist, R29A University of Bari. I would like to thank Bruno, Tiziana,
Guido, Massimiliano, Alessandro, Francesca and all the R29A colleagues
for their human and professional contribution.
In Catania, the local coordination took the name of CUdA—Single
University Coordination, as it is composed not only of researchers but
also of associates and full professors (all on the same level, as required in
the single role), temporary workers and administrative-technical staff.
In 2012, I exited from the R29A over disagreement on the political
strategy.
Piero Graglia, historian, University of Milan, R29A national spokesperson
in 2010.
Guido Mula, physicist, University of Cagliari, R29A national spokesperson
in 2010.
http://www.senato.it/leg/16/BGT/Schede/Ddliter/testi/34595_testi.
htm.
Alessandro Pezzella, chemist, University of Naples, in 2010 member of
the R29A board, then CUN (University National Council) councilor.
The researcher Eleonora Gallucci, University of Salento, coined the name
during a sit-in in front of the Senate in Rome.
According to the Italian Constitution, the two Chambers of the Parliament must approve an identical text of a bill for it to become law.
The “extraordinary recruitment plan” for associate professors was the only
result obtained by researchers who, however, considered it as insufficient
and not responding to their requests.
Alessandro Ferretti, physicist, University of Turin, R29A national
spokesperson in 2010.
Massimiliano Tabusi, geographer, University for Foreigners of Siena,
R29A national spokesperson in 2010.
I preferred to use the term “adherents” instead of “members,” precisely
because of the lack of formal boundaries delimiting the organization from
its environment.
The number of the universities involved varied during 2010.
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